
How to...
Run physics busking with students

What is a physics busking?

Think normal busking but with science! Physics buskers 
perform simple experiments using everyday materials to 
demonstrate different areas of science in an entertaining 
way. It is a fantastic way to get your students involved in 
science outreach activities for the public, parents, primary 
schools, younger pupils or their peers. Students of any 
age can take part; they only need to be enthusiastic! 

What are the benefits? 

Participants will develop their presentation skills and 
increase their confidence and enthusiasm for 
communicating science. Physics buskers act as science 
ambassadors for your school. They can perform at school 
open days, parents’ evenings, primary feeder days, 
science fairs and other school events to raise the profile 
of science. Physics busking sessions can also be delivered 
for primary school science clubs or at community events.

•  Develop students’ skills in communication,   
    confidence and teamwork

•  Develop students’ understanding of simple  
    scientific concepts and their ability to explain  
    them

•  Encourage uptake of physics amongst students,  
    particularly girls

•  Share science with the local community, parents  
    or younger pupils 

Aims of the event



Here are our top tips for success

•  Get support from your head of department and senior leadership team.

•  Decide where the physics busking will take place (open evening, primary school club, community event).

•  If working with primary schools, communicate with them in advance to ensure that dates, times and logistics will work.

•  Put together a budget and check that your Ogden partnership or school budget will fund the proposed activities.

•  Don't be overambitious – select one or two events for your students to busk at or agree a small number of sessions with   
    primary schools to start. This can always be extended following successful sessions.

•  Limit the numbers of buskers to make it manageable.

•  Make sure that you allow enough time to train students and let them practise both the experiments and their scientific   
    explanations before any event or busking session.

•  You can cover a number of activities in a single one-hour session and this would be suitable if you are preparing students for  
    one event such as a parents’ evening. If preparing for a series of events, such as a primary school science club, running   
    several training sessions as a lunchtime or after-school club will prepare your buskers with a wider range of activities to   
    demonstrate.

•  Students are often more comfortable working together in pairs, especially at first.

•  Students are generally good at doing the demos and explaining them to an observer; it is often more difficult for them to   
    engage their audience. Teach students how to use questions to elicit knowledge and how to help the audience build an   
    understanding of the trick and the science. It is helpful for the trainer to model this where possible, both to the group and   
    with pairs as they try out the experiments.

Training students

Planning

A physics busking scheme requires some planning and preparation.



•  If students are going to be developing their own outreach sessions (and time allows) talk them through other places to find   
   experiments and ideas.

•  It is good to make sure there will be an opportunity for them to busk soon after the training to put their skills into practice,   
    perhaps something quite low-key to a friendly audience.

•  If students are going to be developing their own outreach sessions (and time allows) talk them through other places to find   

•  It is good to make sure there will be an opportunity for them to busk soon after the training to put their skills into practice,   •  It is good to make sure there will be an opportunity for them to busk soon after the training to put their skills into practice,   

How to deliver physics busking sessions

Primary outreach or lunchtime/after-school club for younger students

Run an hour-long 'circus', with four to six student buskers leading the session. The session should start with a short intro, 
then a number of different experiments themed around a science topic eg sound, forces, light, etc. Have enough equipment 
so children can take home some of the experiments to show and explain to their families. Plan a selection of different 
themed experiments for each session.

Stand at a science fair/parents’ evening/community event

Science busking will help to make one-off events more interactive and engaging for visitors and parents. The busking can be 
delivered from a static point with experiments set up on a table (silver foil survival blankets make eye-catching 'table-cloths') 
or as actual busking, with wandering students carrying their demonstrations.

Make sure you publicise what you are doing on social media, the school website or in the local press but ensure relevant 
permissions are in place, including photo consent.

Suggested activities

Here are some of our favourite simple demonstrations for your physics buskers to carry out, along with a list of what 
equipment you need.

IOP Physics to Go  

http://www.physics.org/article-interact.asp?id=59



Marvin and Milo

http://www.physics.org/marvinandmilo.asp

These fun cartoons feature easy to do experiments. The suggestions below are some of the best to demonstrate at physics 
busking sessions.

Activity Resources required

Balloon Kebabs 

Amazing Marshmallows

Straw Oboes

Balloons (not really cheap thin ones) 
Wooden kebab sticks

Plastic straws  
Small round ended scissors

Flumps (long & thin marshmallows) individual packs
Wine bottles of different sizes 
A 'wine-saver' vacuum pump 

Activity Resources required

Musical Coat Hanger  

Inseparable Books  

Cartesian Diver

Key Drop

Clucking Cups

Cup Trick

Laser Slinky

Paper Popper

Wire coat hangers (dry cleaners usually have them)
One ball of string
Metal teaspoons

Plastic bottles (having a number of different sizes is good)
Blue-tack
Ketchup sachets or straws (or the little plastic fish which hold soy sauce in 
sushi boxes) 

Two large paper-back books (phone directories, catalogues, cheap quiz or 
colouring books are good)

A bunch of about three keys

A large paperclip or washer

A pencil

One metre of string

Metal slinky (this is a good use for a tangled or bent slinky) 

Small plastic/polystyrene or paper cup

String

An empty, dry glass bottle (it’s good to have a few different sized/shaped 
bottles, eg wine/beer/ketchup if possible)

Piece of paper

Clear plastic cups of different sizes (pint, 1/2 pint, + smaller)
String
J-cloths
Compass (or something sharp & pointy)
Water sprayer

Small plastic or paper cups




